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If you’re anything like me, you may be reading this and thinking that none of these

approaches seems to be just right for you. 

Despite always seeking out answers, I don’t really like anyone telling me what to do.

Cookie cutter advice just doesn’t quite sit right since every child is unique. 

So I opt for more of a smorgasbord – I mix and match the elements from the above

techniques that resonate most at any given time. This changes given age and

circumstance. 

Keep in mind that each of these approaches has been shown to improve sleep habits

and replace sleep crutches if implemented consistently. There is also little actual

evidence to suggest adverse long-term effects of sleep training; and the behavioural and

cognitive benefits of quality sleep to both parents and children heavily outweigh any

perceived cost. 

Also important to remember is that none of these techniques is likely to eliminate all
sleep challenges throughout your child’s development – there will be set backs due to

illness, developmental milestones, travel, time changes, stressful events, major transitions

– and you will likely have to repeat methods a number of times, possibly changing your

approach given the specific challenge and your child’s age. 

But you will get to know your child and will have some insight as to what is going to be

the most successful approach to the current setback. And once strong, positive sleep

habits have been established, it will be sooooo much easier to get them back on track.

You will all be better for it.

So choose what's right for you and leave the rest behind...

There are LOTS of techniques out there that claim to ensure

more sleep out of your littles; however, they generally fall

under these four basic categories...

 

'No Cry Sleep Solution
Gradual Fading Approach
Progressive Wait Approach
Extinction Method

1.
2.
3.
4.



The No-Cry Sleep method has you rock or feed your baby, place her down drowsy,

and immediately respond to any protest by picking her back up and repeating the

same comforts again. You continue to offer immediate support as many times as

necessary until your baby falls asleep. The theory goes this will provide positive

associations with sleeping and eventually your baby will be able to fall asleep on her

own. This may be very difficult to maintain, particularly through the night, as baby is

likely to require the reassurance following every arousal (every 60 to 90 minutes).

**The developer of this method, Dr. William Sears, is also a proponent of co-sleeping, so

the No Cry sleep solution often occurs later in the child’s life, when parents are ready

to transition her to her own room).**

NO CRY SLEEP SOLUTION

PROS: CONS:a very gentle technique

involves little to no protest/crying from 

     baby

time consuming

can take several weeks to see improvement

very challenging if you have more than one

child

may be confusing for baby

Step One: After a feed

and pre-sleep routine, put

baby down drowsy but

awake

Step Three: Once baby

has settled, put baby back

in crib

Step Two: If baby cries or

fusses, immediately pick

baby back up

You may combine this method with a gradual fading method if your baby has a hard time settling. This

method should be repeated for each night waking and at nap time.

If using a feeding schedule for night feeds, offer accordingly

Step Four: Repeat steps

two and three until baby

falls asleep



GRADUAL FADING APPROACH

A variety of techniques such as The Disappearing Chair and Pick-up/Put-down methods

fall under the umbrella of Gradual Fading. These approaches enable the parent to be

present in the room to offer verbal soothing and visual comfort (and some touch in the case

of Pick-up/Put-down), and very gradually remove support as your baby’s crying extinguishes.

PROS: CONS:a gentle approach 

regular soothing

shorter intervals of crying

can be confusing to parent and baby

can take a long time to see progress (up to 3 weeks)

a large time commitment and may be difficult to

maintain energy and consistency throughout

difficult if you have more than one child

Step One: Spend a few

nights sitting next to crib

offering verbal comfort

Step Two: Spend a few

nights in the middle of

the room offering verbal

comfort

Step Three: Spend a few nights

by or outside an open door

offering verbal comfort

Step One: After pre-sleep

routine, lay baby down

drowsy but awake in crib

Step Five: Repeat as

many times as necessary

until baby falls asleep

Step Two: Leave the

room

If baby wakes through the night, repeat your selected method until baby falls asleep. These can be

done for both naps AND nighttime or just nighttime. If using a feeding schedule for night feeds, offer

feeds accordingly 

The Disappearing Chair

Pick Up/Put Down

Step Three: If baby starts

crying, after a brief pause,

return and pick baby up

Step Four: After holding

for 2 to 3 minutes, put

baby back down and

leave the room



PROGRESSIVE WAIT 
("FERBER") APPROACH

In this method, following a pre-sleep routine, you put your baby down drowsy but awake and

leave the room. You then re-enter to offer gentle soothing at predetermined, and gradually

increasing, intervals until baby falls asleep. Each entry into the room should be brief (1-2 mins)

and you are not meant to pick up your baby; rather you can offer a soft touch, pat, or rub to let

baby know that you are there and everything is ok.

PROS: CONS:fast progress (a few nights)

easily tailored

offers baby some comfort and

works at a variety of ages 

     reassurance

    (from 4 mo to ~2 years)

depending on the interval set, can involve long

bouts of crying

if interval is too short or with some

temperaments, frequent checks can be

agitating to the child

Step One: After pre-sleep

routine, lay baby down

drowsy but awake in crib

Step Two: Give a

goodnight wish and leave

the room

Step Three: If baby cries or calls

out, wait for a predetermined

interval (see chart below)

Step Four: Return and

offer gentle reassurance

(shhh, touch, cheek-to-

cheek) with baby

remaining in crib

Step Six: Repeat Steps

four and five until baby

falls asleep

Step Five: Leave the room

and increase interval

before returning. (See

chart)

Suggested Wait Intervals

If baby wakes through the night, restart the intervals according to the night that you are currently on

since starting. This can be done for both naps AND nighttime or just nighttime. If using a feeding

schedule for night feeds, offer feeds accordingly (i.e., no wait necessary)

Wait Wait Wait Wait

mins mins mins mins

mins mins mins mins

mins mins mins mins

mins mins mins mins

*these are suggested times only. You may shorten or

lengthen as desired



Also known as the Cry-it-Out (CIO) approach and governed by the notion that the most

important consideration for your little one is getting quality sleep as quickly as possible,

this method requires you to select a bedtime (earlier rather than later), soothe your

baby to a calm, drowsy state using a predictable pre-sleep routine and comfort items,

and then put them in their crib and leave the room. And do not return until the set

wake time the next morning (usually around 12 hours later, age-dependent).

This method is fast and effective (within a few nights), especially if you are tuned in to

your baby’s sleep cues, but more often than not evokes long periods of crying until they

eventually fall asleep. Obviously this can be incredibly difficult to withstand. There is

also some concern that the extinction happens because of a psychological

phenomenon called learned helplessness – essentially baby stops communicating fear

or discomfort, despite the fact that they still experience these emotions, simply

because they have learned they cannot control the situation. 

However, there is no concrete evidence to support that this is harmful to the

infant/child, particularly given the usually very short-term nature of the approach.

Regardless, unless given the go-ahead from your doctor, this method should not be

attempted in a baby under 6 months old since night feeds may still be required before

this point.

EXTINCTION APPROACH

PROS: CONS:effective very quickly (1 to a few nights)

baby begins getting quality sleep right 

     away

long bouts of concentrated crying

difficult for parents to withstand

not conducive to night feeding

should not be attempted before 6 months of

age

Step One: After pre-sleep

routine, lay baby down

drowsy but awake in crib

Step Three: Wait for

crying to cease as baby

learns to self-settle to

sleep

Step Two: Leave the

room and do not return

until a predetermined

wake time

Few sleep professionals would recommend full blown Extinction anymore. I include it here so that you

have a point of reference for what is being referred to when people speak of CIO. 

What I want to offer is that, depending on temperament, some babies may respond better to longer

intervals on their own to work things out. Frequent check ins and parental intervention can be
disruptive to some children. If you feel like a longer interval (20 mins +) is necessary, the scientific

evidence suggests that this is benign from a physiological and psychological standpoint. Choose an

interval that you feel comfortable with and listen closely to the cry - fussing is very different from wailing

protest, and it's reasonable to listen to your baby's cues for guidance. 



Baby sleep can be anything but straightforward. How can something that seems so

"natural" be so hard to come by?

At MIMC, we understand that baby sleep is both a biological need AND a learned

behaviour. These two driving forces need to align for your baby to transition happily and

confidently into the sleep state. 

There's no one way to achieve this alignment. Every parenting style is different. Every baby

temperament is different. Every relationship is different.

Rather than giving you a prescriptive A-B-C to the perfectly sleeping baby, we are all about

uncovering the why. Why do babies sleep when they do? Why do they need so much of

it? Why do they resist sleep when they are clearly tired? And why does sleep change across

development?

And then using this as a means of empowering and guiding your choices as a parent.

Tapping in to understand sleep from its core, to really appreciate the internal landscape of

your baby, and to let this inform the structures and rhythms that you put in place, allows

you to be proactive instead of reactive to your baby's sleep needs. 

All the while preserving that oh-so-important attachment that you have with your little

one.

Want to learn more
 

Find us at:

 

                                                            theresamonsterinmycloset.com

                                                            denise@theresamonsterinmycloset.com

                                                            @theresamonsterinmycloset

                                                            @sleep.monster
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